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VECTOR FIELD§ 

GMD;r:ENT4 gre,d 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
Radiatitm Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW COURSE 

u;ct.fu.e II 
March 10, 1952 
E. Martinelli 

(Notes by: L.. Brown, . A a. Bermingham) 

UCRLlli~ 

If a scalar quantity, temperature for example, is given as a :fUnction 
of a point in a region; '\!Te may then speak of a scalar field., 

If a vector quantity, velocity for exampie, is given as a function of 
a point in a region, we may then speak of a vector field@ 

The mathematical shorthand .for the above can be .expressed:, 

T • T (x,y,z) 
~~. 

V m= V (x~y,z) 

These above expressions can be read: 

Temperature, T1 is equal to a scalar function T of x,y, and z, and velocity 
at any point is equal to a velocity vector function of x,y, and z, The above state
ments could of course be translated to cylindrical• spherical, oblique, or other 

.·coordinates by means of suitable operations, but for the purpose of discussiop., let 
us consider only the rectangular cartesian coordinate systemi1J 

' The change in value of the function corresponding to a displacement eqUa.l to 
dr, will depend on the direction of the displacement" If we nmv define ~ the .. ,: ~·:· 
displacement vector, then& infinitesimal 

~ 1\ 1\ 1\ 
dr a. dxi + dyj + dzk * 

and since; 

then a: 

d T ,_ 0 T (x.y,.z) . ax f ) T(xN{1z) 
ax· oY 

dT~ dx+ )T d:y+ 
oY 

*See Notes on Lecture I. 

dy + oT(;x;.y,.z) dz 
oz 

ax, which appears to be ~ ~calar 
product o.f two vectcir.s·!' 

.~~.! 
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This can be verified by the following procedure in which F is same vector field 
function:: ·• · 

since: 

~ 4 
dT=F•dr 
~ 
F 1111 1l T 

ox 

/\ 
i + jJ T 

0 y 
..:;.. A 1\ A 

dr = dxi + dyj -+ dzk 

_. _. "" I> A 
ij • jk • ki = 0 

~ ~ 
dT : F o dr r: o T dx -+ 

~x 

-

A 1\ 
j -t o T k 

l)Z 

'b T d~ o T dz ::: (grad T) o ( a!! ) 
\) y ~ z' 

this can be expressed; 

; z ~. J T "grad T i. Q' T, it being [ 
understood that the fUnction T will be ·operated upon by the operator~ 
(read nabla or del or atled) to produce the field function as described above. 

The meaning of the gradient'may be eXpressed as follows~ we can 
connect all points in the region haVing the same value of T (x y z) by means of 

. , , 
surfaces. Each of these surfaces is characterized by the fact that displacements 
made along the surface do not alter the value of the function T(x,y,z)• If, 

th~ we let dr lie in one of the sqrfacesg then~ 

dr
0 

o ~d (T) c: 0 

S~ce neither ch"0 nor gra.Q. T is· ~o vani.shj; then the vect~r, gradient T, is 
perpend~cular to the level surface. s~nce the scalar product ~s equal to zero, 
tP,e ~adient field line mu~t be perpendicular to the level surface. 

F 

F 

ti:OTM£&:.MAL.. 
( ~eJtl..) ;c.)~F.\CL, 
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IT, in going from position A,_ wh~i-e the valUe of T(x,y,z) is TA, to 

position B, where T(:x:,y,z) is TB, the difference in temperature between the 

tvro points is TB - TA, or:: 

. /~ T • d1'., .· /B dT • TB- TA 

A A 
this means that the values o:f 
T at any points are independ
ent of the path used to get 

:from one point to any other pointe If we return to oiir starting point, ·then 
the value is the same as it was before we left the pointt: 

.fvT ;;. 0 
Let us now consider the case where the function for which the field is 

de:fined as a vector quantity. I:f:: 
f~ ~ . 

'L · _jb_ V d r • o, .. then the field is particUlarly defined as being 
irrotational, and as having no sources or sinks. . 

' 
DIVERGENCE., div 

'• 
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[ Wx (x + dx) dy dJ is read V sub x~enthesis x plus dx parenthesis, dy dz, and . 
. means the x component of the function V at position x-r dx is to be multiplied by the 
area, dy dz 

Vx (x + d.."'t) dy dz ., the amount of fluid f1ovJ'ing1from the box in the x direction at 
(xf dx)o . 

Vx (x) dy dz =the amount of fluid flowing into the box in the x direction at (x)o 

0: o fv-:;;. (x+ dx) - Vx (x),dy dz 8 the net fluid flowing out of the bax in the x 
d~re~t~ont~ ') ~ · 

Vx (x+ dx) • V:x: (x) + · o Vx dx. Subst:Ltuting the last equation into the 
~X 

previous one~ we get: 

fvx (x) +. 0 Vx dx -. Vx (:x:)\ dy dz ;:: O V:x: dx dy dz It the net fluid flow-
V: ~X I ~X 

.ing or the net rate of fluid flow out of the box in the x directiono Note that the 
·fluid can be leaving the box or can be piling up inside the bax0 That is, at certain 
points in the box, fluid may be continually generated and at other points destroyed. 
This allows us to consider the fluid as incompressible. 

~ Following the same reasoning as above for the y and z components of the vector 
V, finally we get; 

The total rate at which fluid flows out of the box 
through the surf'aCes of' the bax: r:...[!J'~. ~ ~x +. 

~"~ ·-ax .. 
A . . 

vrhere n • unit vector normal to the surface s0 

or the total flux of fluid 

· 1JZV'/I. )ax d; dz: (1!4; i dSJ 

~ ~ }surface 

(- ) Vx + p Vy ~ gVz )· is called the dlvE;lrgence of the vector field 1 (x,y,z) and 
(>X 0 y )Z · ·. . . , 

is represented by div~o The divergence of a vector field at any point may be defined 
as the out-vrard flo'tf .per unit volume from a volume element including the point in 
question. 

Using the notation ju~t def"ined= .$div 1 dx dy dz :Jf. ~ dS 
· foJ~ ~c.&.E'~AGS 

This expression for converting a volume integral into a surface integral is true 
for any vector field and is called the divergence;,or Gauss's theorem. 

_.. ~ -+ theorem _. 
If F a V, where F is any vector field function, and V is the particular function 

:::a_;:r vu:;:r[ati~e r;;·:_:h1: ~ 1J .• "1 (continued) 
{)X. ) Y ~ z: J 
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9 ~7 ·t.1fF1+F9 ~z x Y z 
. . . 

.... 
If div F is everywhere equal to zero and the fluid is incompressible, 

.then we have no sources or sinks of fluid. ' . · 

Let us consider a pbint source of strength q and investigate the flux 
through a bounding sphereo 

"(' ....... -
-- 'i " V =-r . A 
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~ 
V .velocity of the fluid in em/sec 

q c source strength, cu em/sec 

v = volume 

A = area over which the velocity is to be measured, sq. em., i.e., 
sphere surface area 

r = radius at which A is taken 

~ • unit radius vector 

..,. 1-r[ "r. r • radius vector = 
s ~ surface area 

~ ~ unit vector normal to surface 

The nux through the sphere is given by: 

.f1· ~ ds 

s 
~ 1\ A 1\ A 
V z _g__ r = g r and n = r for a sphere 

A 4 "Ct' r2 

0 

• 0 Flux= /a 4 "tt' r 2 

1\ -'\· r ., r ds 

1\ II ;fa .. 

since r • ,r = 1, nux a ds 
s 41(" rz 

nux = _.-a:a....,.,...--
4 "[ r:z 

£' ds;:: g J· 41r r:z 
s 

Thus the flux through any closed surface surrounding the point 
source is equal to the source strength., We can get another equation by 
considering the fact that& J 

.1~1\ ~ 
V o n ds • div V d v 

s Volume 

therefore J div '-:t d v 11 q for. a point source. 
Volume 

Q(. ) d ~ :, JlJ" div t dx dy dz x,y,z 
Volume Vo1ume 

For a distributed oource~ Flux = 

(See next page for symbols) 
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' I• : • 

where Q(x,y,z) c strength of source as a function of x,y, ~nd z. 

V = velo~ity 
v.= volume ..... 
div V =i= Q(x,y,z) 

CURL, curl · . j( ~ . ' j~ -+1 ~ -~ ~. ~ 
When V • dr o, we may define a new vector: c V • dr : s· ·curl V • ds, 

which indicates there is something circulating in the closed fie~d, i.e., we have a 
rotational field. In a ~otational field, the in~egral of the normal component of the 
curl of the field over the area enclosed by a c~e gives the circulation o£ the'' 
vector field about this closed curve. Or, the line integral of' vector v, t~ken over 
a closed curve c, is equal to the surface integral.of the curl~£ v, taken oy:er any 
surtaoe having C as a boundary. · · 

ft A.._physical example of a field that has curl. ;is a whirJ,pool, because the±-·~, the 
V"' dr·about the center of the whirlpool is different from zero. 

A ·A A . 

~- -+ 
curl V.., V x V = 

i j k 

Vx Vy Vz 

..-+ 
(read del cross Vector V ) 

o;;)~+r~~- ~:~)1+( ~;. ~y)~ 

plc 
4/16/52 

~-

curl.V = ' ? 

1\ 
i 

v 
X 

v 
y 

v 
z 




